
Wall Ball Routine 

General Rules: 

1. Always Wear gloves 

2. Perform 3 or 4 times per week 

3. Stand 10-15 feet from the wall 

4. Aim for the same spot 10 feet high 

5. MAKE IT ATHLETIC! Move your feet while you are passing and catching 

6. Throw a HARD pass every time 

7. Long Pole defenders should use short stick 

1000 Touches in 30 Minutes 
 

 50 Right + 50 Left 

 50 1 Hand Right + 50 1 Hand Left 

 50 Right Quick Stick + 50 Left Quick Stick 

 50 Canadian’s Right + 50 Canadian’s Left 

 100 Switch after the Catch 

 100 Switch in the Air 

 50 Bad Passes Right + 50 Bad Passes Left 

 50 Ground Balls Right + 50 Ground Balls Left 

 50 Behind the Back Right + 50 Behind the Back Left 

 50 Right Run the Wall + 50 Left Run the Wall 
 
If you are having trouble with your weak hand, try the following:  
 

1. Stand parallel to the wall and put your stick on the shoulder of your top hand and just work on 
the throwing motion of pulling with your bottom hand 

2. Work on throwing with one hand (top hand, middle of the stick) start with a tennis ball until you 
build up strength in your wrists to use a lacrosse ball. You are working on snapping your wrist 
FORWARD, so make sure you are not recoiling when you release the ball (think of it as throwing 
an axe as opposed to cracking a whip) 

3. Stand almost inside a cage or throw against a tarp, and shoot focusing purely on your form, 
stationary feet. 

a.  Following through in a smooth motion, bottom hand in opposite pocket, rotation 
through the core 

4. Move to the wall and work on your catching by throwing a HARD PASS and pulling your stick as 
far back as possible on your catch. Over exaggerate your give. 


